In the last 20 years,
Canada’s global share
of aerospace activity has
tripled and today we are
the world’s fifth-largest
aerospace nation.
Aerospace companies in
Western Canada have
always had a critical part
to play in our industry’s
aerospace successes, and
together they form a
competitive, growing and
vibrant sector of the aerospace industry in Canada.
Aerospace in Western Canada has a proud history
that reaches back over a century. Over the years,
our companies have grown into an industry that
supports the employment of over 27,000 people
and generates over $4.5 billion in annual revenues.

Aerospace –
A Thriving
Western Canadian
Industry

The Aerospace Industries Association of Canada (AIAC)
is a not-for-profit organization advocating on aerospace
policy issues that have a direct impact on aerospace
companies and aerospace jobs in Canada. Through
our network of member companies, our productive
relationships with federal government departments and
agencies, and our globe-spanning international contacts,
we help Canada’s aerospace industry remain competitive
and take advantage of new aerospace opportunities.

www.aiac.ca

Innovation and technology growth in the aerospace
sector continues to be a hallmark of the Western
Canadian economy.

Funded by:

Today, the West is Canada’s undisputed leader in the maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) sector –
nearly half of all MRO activity in Canada takes place in the West. However, Western Canadian companies
boast capabilities in a broad range of aerospace industry sectors, including:
Aircraft and component manufacturing
Airframe and engine maintenance repair and overhaul
Manufacture and repair of advanced metals and composite materials
Advanced materials research and development
Aerospace-based geomatics and scientific research
Defence electronics
Satellite manufacture and ground tracking
Space systems and remote sensing
Environmental testing and certification services
Logistics support to military forces
Technical and flying training
Robotics, tooling and assembly automation
Unmanned vehicle systems research, testing, development and manufacturing
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